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Collection is a group of documents produced during litigation, focused on
a particular topic, or assembled by a certain person or organization.
Examples: “Philip Morris”, “Trinkets and Trash Marketing” and “Prempro
Products Liability”

Copied tells us the person(s) or organization(s) copied on the document.

Country lists the country or countries mentioned in a document.
Examples: Thailand, Guatemala and UK

Court tells us the name of the court where document was filed. Example:
"UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA"

Date Added Industry tells us the date a document was added to a
tobacco industry document website. Format: YYYYMMDD

Date Added UCSF tells us the date a document was added to this
website. Format: YYYYMMDD

Date Modified Industry tells us the date a document or its metadata
information was changed or revised by the tobacco company. Format:
YYYYMMDD

Date Modified UCSF tells us the date that a document or its index
information was changed or revised by UCSF Library staff. Format:
YYYYMMDD

Date Privilege Logged tells us the date a document was first placed on a
privilege log. Format: YYYYMMDD

Date Produced tells us the date a document was first produced in
litigation. Format: YYYYMMDD

Date Shipped tells us the date a document was sent to the Minnesota
Depository. Format: YYYYMMDD

Deposition Date tells us the date a deposition was taken. Format:
YYYYMMDD

Description contains notes about a document's content.

Document Date tells us the date, if any, which appears on the document.
Format: YYYYMMDD

Exhibit Number identifies documents listed as trial exhibits in certain
cases. Examples: “10004026 05679” and “1597”

Express Waiver is a statement of whether a privilege claim has ever been
expressly waived (voluntarily given up). Specifics include the case title(s),
action number(s), court(s), date(s) of waiver or decision, or the Bates
Number.

File tells us the title of the file folder in which a document was originally
kept. Examples: “PM INC. OFFICER - DIRECTOR LISTINGS” and “RJRTI
FLAVOR CONCENTRATES”

Document Format tells us whether a document is a scanned hardcopy, an
email, or a non-email electronic document.

Genre describes the type of audio or video. Examples: commercial, “focus
group”, and “corporate meeting”

Grant lists any contracts, grants, grant applications, or special project SUPPORT US
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numbers mentioned in Center for Tobacco Research documents.

ID is a unique 8-digit alpha-numeric code assigned to a document by
UCSF. Examples: xfmb0002 and fjcw0217

Language identifies the language that some non-English documents were
written in. Examples: “German”, “Dutch” and “Spanish”

Mentioned tells us the person(s) or organizations(s) mentioned in a
document.

Metadata is used to search all fields in the catalog record (metadata) of a
document -- for example, title, author, or date -- but does NOT include the
text of the document itself.

Minnesota Request Number identifies the request for a specific
document in the case of Minnesota et al vs. Philip Morris et al. Examples:
"MINNESOTA 1RFP110", "WALLACE 9RFP66" and 115

Organization lists any organization(s) mentioned or copied on a
document, that received of a document, or was present at a meeting
mentioned in a document.

Other Number identifies another Bates or identifying number associated
with a document. Lorillard documents may have ACC (Lorillard Accession
Numbers); MRD (Market Research Department Report Numbers); PAT
(Patent Numbers); and PRO (Lorillard Research Project Numbers) before
the number. Examples: PRO1902 and MRD88041

Other Request identifies the request for a document in a case. Example:
“MILLEDGE 3INT”

Pages tells us the number of pages in a document.

Person lists any person(s) mentioned or copied on a document, that
received of a document, or was present at a meeting mentioned in a
document.

Privilege Code is an alpha-numeric code that explains the type of
privilege claimed for a document. See privilege codes
(https://industrydocumentslibrary.ucsf.edu/tobacco/help/privileged-
confidential/).

Recipient lists any person(s) or organization(s) who received a document.

Recommend lists recommended documents.

Referenced Document identifies a document associated with another
document.
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